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Move the needle on math instruction with these 5 assessment techniques!
Mathematics education experts Fennell, Kobett, and Wray offer five of the most
impactful and proven formative assessment techniques you can
implement—Observations, Interviews, “Show Me,” Hinge Questions, and Exit
Tasks— every day. You’ll find that this palette of classroom-based techniques will
truly assess learning and inform teaching. This book gives you a concise,
research-based, classroom-dedicated plan with lots of tools to guide your daily
use of The Formative 5. K-8 teachers will learn to Directly connect assessment to
planning and teaching Engineer effective classroom questioning, discussions,
and learning tasks Provide success criteria and feedback that moves students
forward Includes a book study guide, samples, and a companion website with
downloadables and multi-media examples.
Pearson Digits is a middle grades math program completely written from and to
the Common Core State Standards. Digits combines a comprehensive math
curriculum, powerful best practices in teaching, and easy-to-use technology to
deliver personalized instruction effectively and save valuable time. Digits
streamlines instruction through point-of-need resources that are intuitive for
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teachers, optimize effective time on task, and address the individual needs of
every student - in and out of class.
Elementary Math Curriculum - grades 1 -8; Comprehensive Worksheets - from
the 4 operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division); fractions,
decimals, percent, basic geometry (properties of angles, sum of angles a triangle,
Pythagoras theorem- 2 D and 3 D shapes - Area and Volume; measurements,
bedmas (order of operations), exponents, square roots;
An understanding of language arts concepts is key to strong communication skillsÑthe
foundation of success across disciplines. Spectrum Language Arts for grade 7 provides
focused practice and creative activities to help your child master parts of speech, vocabulary,
sentence types, and grammar. --This comprehensive workbook doesnÕt stop with focused
practiceÐit encourages children to explore their creative sides by challenging them with
thought-provoking writing projects. Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum Language
Arts for grade 7 includes an answer key and a supplemental WriterÕs Guide to reinforce
grammar and language arts concepts. With the help of Spectrum, your child will build the
language arts skills necessary for a lifetime of success.
McGraw-Hill My Math develops conceptual understanding, computational proficiency, and
mathematical literacy. Students will learn, practice, and apply mathematics toward becoming
college and career ready.
The Common core state standards for mathematics are a set of expectations and skills that
students need to master to succeed in college and the real world. BarCharts' Math Common
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core series aligns with those specific standards to help guide students through their classes.
Each guide in the series features real-world problems and examples, illustrations, and tables to
help students retain information.

Softbound Interactive Student Text is divided into a two-volume set that is perfed
and 3-hole punched for easy organization for middle school students. This is
volume 1.
Math Learning Programs by enVisionMATH Daily Problem-Based Interactive
Math Learning followed by Visual Learning strategies deepen conceptual
understanding by making meaningful connections for students and delivering
strong, sequential visual/verbal connections through the Visual Learning Bridge
in every lesson. Ongoing Diagnosis & Intervention and daily Data-Driven
Differentiation ensure that enVisionMATH gives every student the opportunity to
succeed.
The Math Common Core 7th grade represents a program of study to be taught in
public schools. Specifically, by the end of the seventh grade, students are taught
and expected to master five critical domains: (1) expressions and equations; (2)
geometry;(3) ratios and proportional relationships; (4) the number system; and
(5) statistics and probability. A national education standard is one of the many
benefits that was created by the Math Common Core 7th grade. Further, the
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standard provides rigorous academic goals. In doing so, students are better
prepared to compete with their foreign counterparts, thus ensuring a promising
future.
Sourcebook contains End-of-the-Unit Assessment Tasks for each Curriculum Unit along with
suggestions of what the teacher should look for when evaluating student work.* Contains both
English and Spanish blackline masters.
6th Grade at Home offers simple, guided lessons and activities that students and their parents
can use to help keep grade-appropriate English and math skills on track. With the perfect mix
of practical lessons and hands-on activities, the Learn at Home series helps keep kids
engaged and up-to-date--no matter where class is held. Written to bolster independent
learning, this student-centric workbook includes parent tips and simple support to help keep
kids' education on track. * Guided help for key 6th grade English and math topics * Skills
broken into short, easy-to-accomplish lessons * Modules designed to encourage students to
dive in, explore, and engage in interactive learning * Fun at-home learning activities using
common household items * Parent tips to contextualize lessons and help assist your child 6th
Grade at Home covers key grade-appropriate English and math skills including: * reading
comprehension * writing, essays, and literary elements * major parts of speech * vocabulary,
grammar, and editing * fractions, percents, ratios, and proportions * mean, median & mode *
early algebra * equations & inequalities * graph literacy and more!
EnVisionMath 2.0Assessment SourcebookPearson Scott Foresman

My iPad for Kids is here to help your kids (and you!) get the most out of your iPad2,
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iPad 3rd or 4th generation, or iPad mini running iOS 6. Using full-color, step-by-step
tasks, My iPad for Kids walks step-by-step through learning how to use your iPad for
home, school, and just for fun! Grade specific chapters for grades 4-7 offer information
on apps that are great resources for everything from music to art to spelling and math
homework. In addition, you learn how to setup and configure all the features of your
iPad, including connecting to networks, setting up and using email accounts, using Siri,
downloading and installing apps, safely surfing the internet downloading and syncing
music and videos, taking and sharing photos, playing games, as well as setting up
restrictions (parental controls) and troubleshooting problems with your iPad, should any
occur. Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through learning how to use your iPad for
home, school, and just for fun! Learn how to: • Safely surf the Internet on the iPad to do
research for school and find interesting facts. • Use email, texting, and chat apps to
stay in touch with friends, family, and teachers. • Have fun (or do group projects for
school) using FaceTime and Skype video chatting. • Write emails, search the Web, and
launch apps with your voice using Siri. • Use the iPad in school and for homework.
Four chapters of suggestions for grade-specific apps (4th through 7th grade) to help
you excel in the classroom. • Use the built-in Music app so you can rock out to your
favorite tunes. • Watch movies and TV shows from iTunes and videos on YouTube
(only when homework is done, of course). • Use iPad’s built-in cameras to take photos
and video of you and your friends. Use the Photo Booth app to make them even more
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interesting—or a little crazy! • Set new high scores playing the tens of thousands of
great games available at the App Store. • Discover great apps for school or just for fun
through recommendations in nearly every chapter. • Reassure your parents that you
can use your iPad and the Internet safely and responsibly. • Become your own tech
support team by learning to maintain and solve problems with your iPad, including tips
on restarting, backing up, and cleaning the iPad. • Read about the latest iPad
technologies, including iOS 6, Siri, and 4G LTE.
Envision a math program that engages your students as it strengthens their
understanding of math. enVisionMATH uses problem based interactive learning and
visual learning to deepen conceptual understanding. It incorporates bar diagram visual
tools to help students be better problem solvers, and it provides data-driven
differentiated instruction to ensure success for every student. The best part, however, is
that this success is proven by independent, scientific research. Envision more,
enVisionMATH!
Offers instructions on the features and functions of the iPad, covering such topics as
customization, texting, using the Internet, Facetime, and using the iPad for school.
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